Welcome to the FastOut drone community
We are excited to see you joining the FastOut drone community to produce amazing 360 degree
aerial panoramas. This pilot guide will walk you through the required steps to get you started.
If you instead prefer to watch the video tutorial then head on over here.

Always follow local drone regulations
FastOut is committed to safe drone operation. FastOut operates in many countries and as such
this guideline mainly focuses on how to capture great looking panoramas. As with all drone
operations, please study and follow drone regulations specific to the area that you operate in. As
a FastOut pilot, you are responsible for assuring that your flights are conducted safely and in
accordance with local laws and regulations as well as with FastOuts General Terms.
Practice taking panoramas with the FastOut pilot application in a suitable location before
photographing in a populated area. This is especially important if you want to use waypoints, see
below.

Start by signing up to be a FastOut Pilot
To start capturing aerial panoramas, start by signing up to be a pilot on the FastOut webpage.
Download the free FastOut pilot application from App Store. The FastOut pilot application will
reside as an application on your mobile iOS device.

Note that the FastOut pilot application requires you to sign in before taking panoramas,
something to consider if you know you will be in area with limited mobile broadband connectivity.

Always use FastOuts recommended camera settings!
Click reset in camera settings in the FastOut pilot application to get the following recommended
settings:

Manual mode (M)
ISO 100
White Balance (WB) 5000 Kelvin
Shutter speed 1/1000 Sec
Aspect ratio 4:3
Aperture F2.8
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The weather plays a big role in how your images look
As with all photography, the weather plays a big role in how your images will look. You have the
best chance of capturing great looking panoramas mid day when the sun is high in the sky. You
can also capture images on a cloudy day as long as there is suﬃcient light for a good exposure.
Avoid taking pictures early in the morning or late in the afternoon when the sun is closer to the
horizon, thus creating long shadows.

Start by adjusting basic settings in the DJI Go app
It is recommended to adjust some flight safety related settings in the DJI Go application before
you start using the FastOut pilot application.
Adjust the return to home altitude according to the surroundings you will be flying in. Make sure
the return to home altitude is suﬃcient to clear tall obstacles like trees or buildings. A good
starting point is 50 meters (160 feet).
Enable multiple flight modes. This way you have a possibility to disable the drones GPS should
you encounter a special situation in the field. Practice flying the drone in atti-mode and make sure
the drones compass is properly calibrated.

Use the FastOut pilot app for capturing panoramas
Now you are ready to power on your drone and start the FastOut application. Enter your
username and password and press ”SIGN IN” to start the application.
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The FastOut pilot application shows a live-view feed from the drone camera well as a map of your
location. The FastOut application oﬀers two ways of capturing panoramas, each suited for
diﬀerent situations.
You can switch between taking individual panoramas (”single pano mode”) or using waypoints
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(”waypoint mode”) to increase eﬃciency by clicking in the window on the lower left corner. You
capture individual panoramas in the mode where the large window displays the live-view feed and
map resides in the smaller window on the lower right hand corner. If you instead click on the map
you switch to the waypoint mode, see the following chapters for more details on these
alternatives.
The map also gives you information if there already are panoramas captured in the surrounding
area- Existing panoramas are displayed as small blue dots on the map.
You can also use the FastOut pilot app to capture normal photos and videos.
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Make sure you use the right camera settings
One of the keys to capturing great looking panoramas is to use the right camera settings. You can
adjust the camera settings directly from the FastOut pilot application by clicking on the camera
button in the top right corner.
Before capturing panoramas, make sure that you use FastOut´s preset settings. To obtain the
preset mode press the ”reset” button in camera settings.
The preset mode is as follows:

-

manual mode (M)
ISO 100
White Balance (WB) 5000 Kelvin
Shutter speed 1/1000 sec
Aspect ratio 4:3
If applicable, open up the aperture to 2.8. Note, this only applies to drones with a variable
aperture like the Phantom 4 Pro.

These settings provide a good baseline and are suitable for photographing on a bright sunny day.
If you need to adjust the exposure then mainly use the shutter speed for adjustment. Avoid using
shutter speed slower than 1/500 sec. If you are at 1/500 and still need more light then you can
increase the ISO to 200 or 400.
The FastOut platform supports both RAW and JPG images.
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Prepare your drone for the first flight
Always make sure that you have fully charged batteries in the controller, mobile device and drone.
When capturing panoramas for FastOut you should not have any filters attached to the drones
camera (ND, polarizers etc). Make sure the lens is clean and that you have the latest DJI software
on all your devices.
Visually inspect the drone to make sure everything is in order for a safe flight. Set the drone on the
ground in a suitable location, take into consideration that you do not have any obstacles close to
or above the drone. This is especially important if the return to home function is triggered. Make
sure you do not have any error messages displayed and that the drone registers your home
location before taking oﬀ.

Capture your first aerial panorama, single pano mode
You can capture panoramas manually by flying the machine to the desired height and location,
and then pressing ”PANO” to capture a single panorama. The recommended height for taking
panoramas depends on the location you are in, typically 45-60 meters (150-200 feet) is a suitable
height. When you press the ”PANO” button, the drone will automatically capture 13 images,
rotating the camera to exactly the right direction automatically. Do not touch the control sticks
when the drone is capturing images.
Once you have captured your panorama then you can either land the machine, or fly to the next
spot. If you like you can trigger the return-to-home function to land in the spot registered as the
home location. This can either be done by pressing the home button on the application and
sliding the safety slider to the right, or by pressing the RTH button on the drones remote
controller.

Use waypoints to increase eﬃciency
If you are capturing many panoramas, then you can speed up the process by programming
waypoints. This way you can pre-program a route where the machine automatically flies to the
next spot once the first panorama is completed. Special care is required when doing this, make
sure you maintain visual contact with the machine at all times and be prepared to take over
control if you encounter a special situation.
To set way-points, start by setting the preferred altitude. The default, and recommended, altitude
is 65 meters. Press, and hold, your finger on the screen to set your first waypoint. Press again to
set the next waypoint. You will automatically see the distance between waypoints (in meters)
when you set the following waypoints. If you map a large area, then it is recommended to have
150 meters between the waypoints. if you need to adjust the waypoints then you can clear the
last waypoint by clicking ”clear”. You can set diﬀerent altitudes for diﬀerent waypoints.
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Once you have set your waypoints your are ready to start. You can either start the drone manually,
or simply press the start button in the lower right hand corner. When you press the start button
you are prompted to slide the slider to the right, this ensures that the waypoint functionality is not
triggered by mistake.
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The drone will capture 13 images at the first waypoint and will then automatically fly to the next
waypoint. The active or next waypoint is displayed as a larger dot on the map.
You can stop the pre-programmed waypoint route at any time by pressing the stop button in the
lower right corner on the application. If you press the stop button the drone will stop where it is,
waiting for your next move. You can continue the waypoint mission by pressing start again.
If you wish to skip the next pre-programmed waypoint then you click the skip button during the
flight. The drone will complete the current waypoint photography and will then move directly to
the following waypoint, skipping one waypoint in between. Please note that the drone will fly in a
straight line between the two waypoints, observe any tall obstacles there might be in the new
flight plan.
If you encounter a problem with the GPS signal and the drone moves in a direction you did not
expect, then you can always stop the drone by flipping the toggle switch on the drone from ”P” or
”S” to ”A”, disabling the drones GPS and thus stopping the drone. Flying the drone in ”Atti” mode
takes special care, practice this beforehand.
If you are taking pictures in a situation where the drone travels over a longer distance then you
have the option to update the drones home location by pressing the ”update home button” on the
FastOut application. This is good practice in situations where you map large areas and fly over a
long distance. Should an unforeseen event occur that triggers the return-to-home functionality
then you ensure that you have suﬃcient capacity left in the battery to return to the updated home
location. Pay attention to the surroundings of the area where you place the new home location,
making sure it is suitable for automatic landing.
Once you have landed the drone you clear the waypoints from the application by clicking on the
clear button once for each waypoint.

Compress the images before uploading
Once you have completed the photography you need to transfer your images to your computer
and compress the images (zip or rar). Give the compressed file a descriptive name, this way it´s
easier to manage your uploaded images later. If you have been assigned a specific order from
FastOut, then you add the sequence number of the order to the compressed folder name.
Login to the FastOut portal by using the same e-mail adress and password as you use for the
FastOut pilot app. Click on the ”pilot” button on the upper right hand side to access the page
where you upload images. Click on ”upload”, add the compressed file, and write some
information in the comment field. Comments can describe the area you have photographed,
perhaps info about the weather and lighting conditions etc. This information is mainly there for the
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people who edit the images. You can also mention if the images look a bit dark and need to be
compensated for that. If the images are customer unique, you need to add that info here as well,
then the panoramas can be locked to a specific customer account.

Troubleshooting
The following sections covers some situations that might occur as well as solutions to common
problems.
Problem: The images look blurry.
Solution: Doublecheck the camera settings as described in this document, pay special attention
to the shutter speed. Too long shutter speeds result in motion blur.
Problem: The drone takes oﬀ and tilts the camera down but wont take pictures
Solution: Land the drone and re-calibrate the compass
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